TMC pick-up and drop-off

To protect our patients and reduce the spread of COVID-19, MD Anderson is temporarily restricting access to our campus and limiting visitors for adult patients with few exceptions.

We encourage visitors to use their smart devices to connect with patients during their stay and listen to discharge instructions. We appreciate your understanding as we take these necessary steps to prevent the spread of COVID-19.

**Main Building**
- Patient drop-off should occur at The Aquarium entrance or The Pavilion entrance.
- Visitors and/or self-driven patients will be directed to available parking in Garages 10 or 2, or to the Zayed cell phone lot.
- Patient pick-up for outpatient procedural patients where discharge instructions can be given over the phone should occur at The Aquarium entrance.
- Patient pick-up for some surgical and procedural same-day discharge patients should occur at The Pavilion entrance. A temporary discharge area will be designated on the first floor in front of valet to facilitate any necessary in-person discharge instruction meetings. Valet will direct these visitors to a temporary parking spot so they can enter the building for screening and discharge handoff.

**Mays Clinic**
- Patient drop-off should occur at Mays Clinic, East Lobby.
- Visitors and/or self-driven patients will be directed to available parking in the Mays Garage or to the Braeswood Garage cell phone lot on the first two floors of the garage.
- Patient pick-up for outpatient procedural and surgery patients should occur at Mays Clinic, East Lobby.
- A temporary discharge area will be designated on the first floor in front of valet to facilitate any necessary in-person discharge instruction meetings. Valet will direct these visitors to a temporary parking spot so they can enter the building for screening and discharge handoff.

**Main Building services**
- Main OR Pre-Op: 713-792-2474
- Main OR PACU: 713-792-2470
- Main Endoscopy: 713-792-1445 (Back Line – will be answered)
- Main Cardiopulmonary Center: 713-563-3606
- Main Cardiac Cath lab: 713-792-0974
- Main IR Nursing Station: 713-563-7951
- Main G3 ARD nurses station: 713 745 7280
- Non-OR Anesthesia: 713 745 7280
- P4 TPACU: 713-745-8655
- P3 Non OR Recovery: 713-792-2510

**Mays Clinic services**
- ACB OR PACU: 713-834-6931
- ACB IR PACU: 713-834-3972